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Motion estimation in image sequences is a fundamental issue in many applications as for instance in 
artificial vision and three-dimensional scene reconstruction. The basic problem of the recent spatio-
temporal filtering techniques used in the perception of object motion from a time sequence of 2-D 
images is the computational burden. This is mainly due to the computation of the frequency responses 
of the images to the Gabor filters using the multi-resolution approach. In this paper we present a 
method for detecting and estimating object motion using spatio-temporal frequency information from 
image sequence. Our model of visual perception of object motion from a video stream is based on a 
contributory adaptation of spatiotemporal Gabor filters. This method uses a bank of Gabor filters which 
are frequency tuned and limited in spatial extent. Instead of testing the entire filter bank to determine 
the appropriate filter parameters, a genetic algorithm is used to derive the filter subset that provides the 
object texture information and optimize the search for its perceived motion. This model has been 
evaluated on artificial as well as natural image sequences. The results obtained show the feasibility of 
the approach which attains a reasonably fast output rate (several images/second) for a better 
resolution. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Modeling visual perception of object motion in a video 
sequence offers various areas of research for the 
development of real-time models of dynamic perception-
action. Most of the vision systems extract features to 
build essential blocks for recognition and high level scene 
interpretations. Most of the time, some of the low quality 
features lead to wrong interpretations. This conclusion is 
noticed whenever object motion detection and estimation 
is concerned (Cornea et al., 2007; Dorfmüller-Ulhaas, 
2003). It is generally due to the fact that the computer 
should interpret a huge amount of data from an image 
sequence by using algorithms whose design is driven by 
a limited time interval. Consequently, a need for an 
optimization stage for systems relying on image data is 
becoming necessary. Such systems include, for example, 
target tracking systems, autonomous vehicles and vision-
based industrial robots. For those systems, a correct 
interpretation is tightly linked to the accurate detection 
and estimation of image motion as described by (Verri 
and Poggio, 1988). For any vision system the image 
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motion information available is simply the projection of 3-
D real velocity on the image plane (Prazdny, 1983). 
Therefore, motion analysis is confined to estimate the 
apparent motion and then to evaluate the relevant 3-D 
motion. It should be noticed that most, if not all, 
techniques proposed in the literature for 3-D motion 
estimation process take for granted the estimation of a 
motion field (Maunsell and Ferrera, 1995; Macenko et al., 
2007; Goldberg, 1989). The resultant simplification tends 
to imply that the 2-D motion field is an error free process, 
which is unfortunately false. The ill-posed problem in 
motion detection and estimation is heavily affected by the 
discontinuity of the motion field due to the presence of 
noise, the presence of occlusions and finally the aperture 
problem (Elarbi-Boudihir, 2008). 

In the literature, two basic strategies are identified for 
detecting object motion in image sequence: matching 
techniques (correspondence), and gradient-based 
approaches which can be classified into regularization 
and multiconstraint-based techniques. The gradient 
methods depend on estimating first and second-order 
derivatives of pixel intensity. This makes them less 
immune to image noise and exposed to a high error rate. 
The correspondence methods  are  simple  to  implement 
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but can easily degenerate with combinatorial explosions 
of matching possibilities, especially in complex scenes 
(Khelifi et al., 2004). 

The methods described previously consider the optical 
flow estimation as an ill-posed problem as many other 
inverse problems in computer vision according to 
Hadamard theory. When the optical flow approach is 
used, two other strategies may be used: spatio-temporal 
filtering, and phase-based methods. The latter is a hybrid 
method where the motion field estimates are obtained by 
using differential methods applied to the phase instead of 
the image intensity. This necessitates a very large bank 
of filters and a large number of images in the sequence. 
Consequently, the phase-based method is relatively 
accurate, but stresses any hardware and software 
component of current computing systems, and finally 
performs best in single object scenes only. On the other 
hand, spatio-temporal methods perform with a 
considerable accuracy for most existing off-line vision 
applications, but still rely on special hardware to supply 
the computational power needed. Its broad strategy is to 
avoid the aperture problem at edges just as human visual 
system does, while still relying on low-level pixel 
operations. This makes it relatively the best candidate for 
implementation on advanced real-time vision systems 
(Maunsell and Ferrera, 1995; Movellan, 2005; Petkov and 
Subramanian, 2007; Prazdny, 1983). The basic problem 
resides in the computational burden of computing the 
frequency responses of the images to the Gabor filters. 
The classical method of computing the Gabor energy 
filter response is an O(kn

2
m) algorithm where k is the size 

of the convolution kernel, m is the number of images in 
the sequence, and each image has n pixels. In fact, the 
speed of the spatio-temporal method may be reduced if 
the set of the filters are properly designed, and their 
number effectively optimized. In this paper, a genetic 
algorithm is used to determine a filter subset from the 
entire Gabor filter bank appropriate for the segmentation 
and classification process.  This filter subset is used to 
track moving objects and estimate their displacement 
from image sequences. Moreover, texture detection and 
orientation estimation is found to be a pre-requisite for 
any method that uses spatio-temporal frequency 
information from image sequences. Except for the spatio-
temporal filtering method used in this paper, motion 
analysis does not necessarily use this type of information. 
In this paper, the spatio-temporal filtering approach is 
shown subsequently, after which the method used to 
estimate the optical flow is given. Furthermore, the study 
illustrates the implementation of the genetic algorithm 
search optimization before it finally shows the 
experimental results.  

 
 
SPATIO-TEMPORAL FILTERING 

 

The recent trends toward developing spatio-temporal filtering 
schemes in computer vision is justified by the link that they do have  
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Figure 1. Space-time object movement. 
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Figure 2. Four Different textures correspond to four points in the 

space-time frequency domain. 

 
 
 
in common with biological vision systems. Many researchers in the 
field claim that the vision zones of the human brain act as spatio-
temporal band-pass filters (Petkov and Subramanian, 2007). 
Nevertheless, concerning motion detection, animal vision systems 
remain highly superior to the actual artificial vision systems. 
Motivation stems from the observation that for objects that typically 

move, recognition is often far easier when viewed in motion rather 
than in a single static snap-shot (Kamarainen et al., 2006). Such 
objects may exhibit characteristic temporal signatures which 
provide additional clues for recognition. 

The texture segmentation and temporal tracking methods used 
rely on temporal coherences between successive images of a 
sequence (Wang et al., 2006). The approach is to consider the time 
sequence of 2-D images as 3-D a spatio-temporal image as 

illustrated in Figure 1.  
Then, 3-D filters are applied to the volume image in space-time. 

Consequently, if the filters are chosen to be oriented, localized and 
sensitive to a graded range of spatio-temporal frequencies, then 
robust motion detection will be possible. Therefore, the motion 
detection problem may simply be formulated as finding the 3-D 
oriented textures in the spatio-temporal volume indicated by Figure 
2.  

As indicated earlier, the spatio-temporal filtering method strategy 
is to avoid the aperture problem while relying on low-level pixel 
operations. This makes it easier for implementation on advanced 
real-time systems using dedicated video-chips. 



 
 
 
 

It is easily seen that the spatial object movement may be 
identified with the orientation attribute in the space-time frame. This 
means that if a vertical bar moves horizontally in the x-direction of 
the xy-plane, it generates in the x-y-t volume a solid which 
orientation may be easily detected using a 3-D edge detector. Let’s 

suppose a textured 2-D object having spatial frequencies ( x, y) in 
the x and y axes respectively. When the object moves with a 
velocity (u,v), its temporal frequency will be given by: 
 

u x +v y= - t  
                                                                     (1) 
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For best illustrating this, the translation of an image f(x,y) with a 
velocity (u,v) generates a spatio-temporal volume defined by: 
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where * represents a convolution and  the 2-D delta function. The 
Fourier transform of Equation (2) gives: 
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The last expression describes the plane (1) in the space ( x y t), 
since: 
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Hence, if an image includes several oriented textures, the ordered 

triplet ( x y t) of the solid in the frequency domain belonging to that 

object forms a plane.  
To detect the 3-D object edges, Gabor filter gives a very efficient 
result since the orientation of this filter may change making it very 
sensitive to textures (Movellan, 2005). A 3-D spatio-temporal Gabor 
filter is simply a sinusoid in a gaussian window: 
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The Gaussian window has an extent governed by x, y, and t. 

Moreover, the triplet ( xo, yo, to) gives the central frequency of the 
filter. The cosine version of the filter Gc(x,y,t) is obtained by 
replacing the sine by the cosine in the expression (4), as illustrated 
by Figure 3. The filter response is maximum when its central 
frequency coincides with that of the object texture in motion. 
The motion-energy filter is given by the following phase-
independent filter that measures the Gabor energy of the spatio-
temporal volume:  
 

G(x,y,t)= Gs(x,y,t)2+ Gc(x,y,t)2. 
 

 
The frequency response of the term G(x,y,t)  is given by: 
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Since G( x, y, t)  is a gaussian pair, its response will be 

maximum to any moving  object  with  spatial  frequencies  ( xo, yo)  

and a temporal frequency ( to). In order to avoid contrast effects, 
several of these filters may be used. 
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Figure 3. A two-dimensional even Gabor filter (in 3-D, such filters 

are sensitive to textures). 
 
 

 
The main problem with Gabor filtering method is the computa-

tional burden of computing the frequency responses of the images 
to the Gabor filter. It can be noticed that as long as a sequence of 
images is concerned, this computational burden is not as necessary 
as it may seem since the number of the selected filters could be 
reduced to the number of the moving objects in the scene. This 
selection is done among the Gabor filter bank and it is very 
important in the detection and estimation process.  

 
 
OPTICAL FLOW ESTIMATION 
 

Motion detection and estimation are low level cognitive tasks, 
whereas its segmentation and interpretation are high level cognit ive 
tasks (Horn and Schunck, 1981). Our approach keeps dealing with 
low level tasks that make use of optical flow estimation. To compute 

temporal quality, motion information is computed from the reference 
video sequence in the form of optical flow fields. The same set of 
Gabor filters used to compute the spatial quality component 
described previous is used to calculate optical flow from the 
reference video. The spatio-temporal Gabor decompositions of the 
reference and test video sequences, and the optical flow field 
computed from the reference video using the outputs of the Gabor 
filters can be used to estimate the temporal video quality. 

Optic flow methods do not use features, but are nevertheless 

well-studied. They are based on the image brightness constancy 
constraint, which assumes that local intensities do not vary 
significantly from frame to frame. Writing this constancy as a first-
order expansion, one obtains an equation linking the optic flow 

T
dtdydydxv /,/  and the derivatives of the intensity 

function: 
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where ttyyxxItxI ,,,  is the brightness at 

point yx,  of the image.  

 
Assuming that it remains constant over time t, the fundamental 

principles of the various approaches of optical flow estimation are 
derived: matching (correlation-based), gradient (intensity-based 
differential), stochastic (relaxation), and spatiotemporal (frequency- 

 
 
 
 
based filtering).  

Correlation based approaches are based on the local 
conservation of intensity distribution, which is filtered by a 
bandpass filter, then processed according to a hierarchical 
scheme. For that purpose, a matching detection is applied between 
two consecutive images of a given sequence. This method defines 
an offset (which is an estimate of the speed) as the best adaptation 
among the nearby regions that vary in time (Kim et al., 2010)  
Intensity based differential approaches are based on the intensity 
conservation of an image within a small interval of time and, as a 
consequence, they are based on a linear equation with two 
unknowns. Then, a function of the intensity of an image may be 
used rather than the image intensity. Finally, the speed may be 

computed by means of spatio-temporal derivatives of image 
intensities, assuming that the image domain is continuous 
(differential) in space and time. Stochastic approaches are based 
on a constraint that concerns motion discontinuities. They handle 
occlusions by means of modeling, that is, they model intermittent 
intensities with the help of stochastic processes or Kalman filters.  

The aperture problem is critical with the aforementioned three 
approaches. We are more interested in the last approach that is 
described subsequently. Among its advantages, it appears as more 

robust to the aperture problem.  
In frequencybased filtering approaches, the spatio-temporal 

frequencies are considered along with the speed of motion 
stimulus, and the optical flow becomes the identification of an 
energy surface in the space of spatiotemporal frequencies. 
Movement sensitive mechanisms that are based on the spatially 
and temporally oriented energy in the space of Fourier have been 
found to be able to estimate the motion in places where the other 
approaches fail. Therefore, motion detection in images means here 

the extraction of spatio-temporal orientations.  
In that aim, two subapproaches are known: phasebased filtering 

and energybased filtering. In the first case, the constituents of 
speed may be defined in terms of immediate movement at 
phaselevel of the outputs of Gabor filters tuned to speed. In the 
second case, these spatiotemporal oriented filters may be built on 
separate filters, that is, the spatial and temporal filtering may be 
sequentially applied to the input image. Obtaining speed would be 

based on a codification scheme of populations where speed is 
expressed as the ratio of the outputs of energy filters tuned to 
various speeds. Assuming linearity, the output of each filter 
changes with various contrasts but their ratio remains constant. 
This approach is thus equivalent to correlationbased approaches. 
The use of spatiotemporal oriented filters that are sensitive to 
motion stimuli (as Gabor filters) takes its origin in the research 
about mammal vision, which has revealed the presence of simple 
cells in V1 and of complex cells in MT that behave as bandpass 
spatio-temporal filters. The response of these cells depends on the 
speed of a moving object as well as on its shape and on its 
frequency characteristics. Among the advantages of energy 
methods one could mention an intrinsic smoothing which reduces 
the effects of the “aperture problem”', a better robustness to noise, 
and goodquality results for natural image sequences. Drawbacks 
are a high computational cost and a lack of precision near the 
borders of the movement. 
Consequently, using our approach to estimate the object velocity, 
we should: 
 

(1) Find the oriented textures with frequencies ( x y t) in the 
spatio-temporal volume. This may be established using, for 
instance, three band-pass filters. 
(2) Trace the loci of the corresponding points in the spatio-temporal 
frequency domain  
(3) Find the plan which holds the corresponding points  
(4) From relation (1), estimate the optical flow (u,v) of the object. 
 
The number of the selected filters could be reduced to the number  



 
 
 
 
of the moving objects in the scene. This selection is done among 
the Gabor filter bank and it is very important in the detection and 
estimation process. The best way to perform this selection is the 
use of a genetic algorithm as shown subsequently. 
 
 
APPLICATION OF GAs 

 
A key issue with this approach is selecting a number of appropriate 
features. In most cases, relevant features are unknown. Often, a 
large number of features are extracted to better represent the 
target; however, without explicitly employing a feature selection 
strategy, many of them could be either redundant or even irrelevant 

to the classification task. As a result, classification performance 
might not be optimum. 

Bebis et al. (2002) have shown that it is possible to make two 
arbitrary patterns similar by encoding them with a sufficiently large 
number of redundant features. Ideally, we would like to use only 
features having high separability power while ignoring or paying 
less attention to the rest. In the context of vehicle detection, it would 
be desirable if we could exclude features encoding fine details (that 
is, features that might be present in particular vehicles only). 

Finding out what features to use in a classification task is referred 
to as feature selection. A limited yet salient feature set can simplify 
both the pattern representation and the classifiers that are built on 
the selected representation (Ramzan et al., 2011). 

GAs are part of evolutionary computing (which is an area of the 
artificial intelligence) and emulate the evolutionary behaviour of 
biological systems to create subsequent generations that guide the 
search towards optimal/near-optimal solutions. In a broader usage 
of the term, a GA is any population-based model that uses selection 

and recombination operators to generate new sample points in a 
search space. Each sample point is a chromosome (individual) 
made of genes (parameters of the problem to solve) and a set of 
individuals constitutes a population.     

Each iteration of a GA involves a competitive selection that 
eliminates poor solutions. The solutions with high fitness are 
recombined with other solutions by swapping the parts of a solution 
with another. Solutions are also mutated by making a small change 

to a single parameter of the problem. Recombination and mutation 
are used to generate new solutions that are biased towards regions 
of the space for which good solutions have already been looked at. 
GAs differ from more traditional optimization techniques in that they 
involve a search from a population of solutions (chromosomes), not 
from a single point. This technique involves generating a random 
initial population with a given number of chromosomes (made of a 
set of genes). As shown on the flowchart (Figure 4) the initial 
population of individuals is created either randomly or by perturbing 
an input individual. The initialization is not critical as long as the 
initial population spans a wide range of variable settings (that is, 
has a diverse population) for Gabor filter samples, through time, the 
frequency space of an image providing information about oriented, 
band-pass localized textures. Thus each Gabor filter has a 
Gaussian profile in the frequency domain which center is at 

( x0 y0  t0) (Ma et al., 2005). The spatial extent parameters are 

( x y t) and the filter is rotated by a varying angle about the 

origin. These seven parameters uniquely determine the filter as 
shown in Figure 4. Typically, a large bank of filters is employed for 
texture analysis tasks. This can be very computationally expensive 
due the inverse Fourier transform, but as seen through the image 
sequence textures are stable in terms of frequency over a limited 
time interval (Macenko, 2007). This time can be used to optimize 
the Gabor filter bank set to be applied. Hence, reducing the 
execution time and finding the appropriate filter parameters to 
detect and estimate the texture motion (Rad et al., 2010). The n 

filters (n corresponds to the number of moving objects) to be found 
are encoded as seven bytes each, creating a 7n byte chromosome. 

Each byte encodes one of the filter parameters ( x0 y0 t0, x y   
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t, ). A large pool of such chromosomes is then created randomly, 
each chromosome representing a different subset of filters as 
shown in Figure 4.  

Each filter is fully determined by choosing the seven parameters. 
Therefore, choosing a filter for a particular application involves 

optimizing these seven parameters. Assuming that N filters are 
needed in an application, 7xN parameters need to be optimized. 
Solving this high dimensional multivariate optimization problem is 
very difficult in general. 

These chromosomes are evolved in a normal manner, using 
cross-over and mutation operators as described in Yilmaz et al. 
(2006). Each gene has a particular cost function (fitness) asso-
ciated to it, which means how well the encoded filters perform when 

used for a moving texture classification task. This stage is the most 
computationally expensive part of the entire training process since it 
creates each Gabor filter and computes its inverse Fourier 
transform (Kamarainen et al., 2006; Heikkila and Pietikainen, 2006). 
From the statistics stated earlier, we can compute the genetic 
fitness function as the following: 
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where the low level routine produce S textures in the image and 
each texture s produced consists of Ps pixels. The aforementioned 
measure has been shown to correlate well with measures based on 
ground truth for synthetic images, and has been applied 
successfully to real images. Thus, the higher the fitness value, the 
more significant is the identity of the associated chromosome. The 

GA algorithm is summarized as follows: 
 
(1) Create first random population 
(2) Fitness evaluation 
(3) While <Termination condition is false> do 
(a) Selection (and replacement) 
(b) Recombination 
(c) Mutation 

(d) Fitness evaluation 
(4) End while 
 
After shadow removal, we have the binary image of foreground 
pixels that corresponds to the objects. The next task is to find the 
separate objects. To accomplish this, we first remove speckle noise 
by morphology, then determine connected regions, and group 
regions into separate objects for both foreground pixels and 
background pixels separately. To speed up the filtering process, a 
fast erosion-dilation filter is applied. Using the binary 
foreground/background map, a connected component analysis is 
subsequently applied to determine the connected regions of the 
foreground pixels after filtering. This may be implemented as a 
graph-based single-pass algorithm instead of a conventional two-
pass approach. After detecting the connected regions, the total 
number of pixels of a connected region is easily computed, the 
center of mass and the object box coordinates. 
 

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

We need to find the oriented textures with frequencies 

( x y t) in the spatio-temporal volume in the two 100 x 
100 pixels test sequence images shown in Figure 4a and 
b. The image includes 3 objects which have undergone a 
2-D displacement. Then, the plan which holds the loci of 
the texture corresponding points in the spatio-temporal 
frequency domain estimates the optical flow (u,v) of  each  
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Filter #1       Filter #2        Filter #3       ………  
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x0 y0 t0 x y t  

    1 byte      1 byte    1 byte     1 byte    1 byte     1byte      1 byte  
 
Figure 4. Encoding scheme. 

 
 
 

Table 1. Fitness values for different populations. 

 

Pop x,  y, t) x y t  Energy Fitness 

5 (10,13,3) 9 16 10 12.3 0.9256 1250.2 

10 (10,13,3) 9 16 10 13 0.9656 1207.6 

20 (10,13,3) 9 15 10 20. 1.1251 1165.8 

40 (10,13,3) 9 16 10 19.7 1.1625 1158.0 

80 (10,13,3) 10 15 10 15.71 1.0097 1280.1 

160 (10,13,3) 10 15 10 14.6 0.9481 1265.9 

320 (10,13,3) 10 15 10 16.21 1.0382 1112.7 

1000 (10,13,3) 9 15 10 18.52 1.1056 1199.4 

 
 
 

Table 2. Some parameter space values for the 3 objects during the detection stage. 

 

Parameter 
Image N° 1 Image N° 2 

obj 1 obj 2 obj 3 obj 1 obj 2 obj 3 

Area (pix) 1603 1501 46 1665 1572 155 
Perimeter (pix) 165 127 96 123 132 103 
Minimum radius 22 18 3 26 21 5 

 
 
 

object. In this case we choose the range of values from 
12 to 20°. The motion-energy values associated to 
varying populations are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 

In this example the cross-over and mutation proba-
bilities were set to 0.85 and 0.01 and were determined 
empirically. Initially, the algorithm was run using a large 
population (1000) and for a few generations (Ramzan et 
al., 2011).  Using the fitness values, the global maximum 
in the space may be found and concentrated upon by the 
genetic algorithm. The sudden drop in the fitness value 
may be attributed to the high variations in other 
parameters (especially if the values taken are beyond the 

limits of ). We notice that at the end of each generation 
there are a number of chromosomes reflecting spatio-
temporal points are neighbors and of similar fitness 
values. Therefore, the parameter space contains some 
sets of parameters with nearly similar fitness values and 
can be selected without a significant loss. The quality of 
results for population size 40 shows that the optimization 
can  be  reached  quickly  with  a  very  high   confidence.  

Generally, the best parameter values can be found in a 
training period on an application dependent basis.  

In the example in Figure 5, we notice a pure translation  
in the positive x-direction. After, some low level 
processing, 3 objects are identified as moving objects in 
the sequence. The following table gives the parameters 
linked to each object which has undergone a 
displacement in the image sequence. The measured 2-D 
displacement parameters are given by Table 3. 

Finally, spatio-temporal filtering process based on GA 
performs the estimation process of the optical flow as 
illustrated by Table 4.  

Moreover, as  approaches unity, the object motion has 
a tendency to be a pure translation (without zoom) in a 2-
D plane parallel to the image plane. Accordingly, R(°) 
reflects the rotation of the objects from one frame to the 
other. Consequently, precision in the optical flow 
estimation process has been increased for a several 
moving object image sequence. This is mainly due to the 
spatio-temporal filtering  optimization  using  GA.  Also,  it 
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Figure 5. Test images (a, b) images containing 3 objects, (c, d) images after low level processing, (e, f) images 
after the filtering stage.  

 
 
 

Table 3. Apparent displacement parameters for the three objects. 

 

Parameter Tx (pix) Ty (pix) F R (°) 

Object 1 32 7 0,775 2 

Object 2 29 8 1,057 1 

Object 3 23 3 0,951 2 
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Table 4. Optical flow estimation for the 3 objects.  
 

Parameter  u (pix) v (pix) R (°) 

Object 1 0,951 32 5 0 

Object 2 0,964 26 8 5 

Object 3 0,958 21 5 8 

 
 
 
has reduced the failure rate in motion detection using the 
classical multi-resolution approaches by at least 20%. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
Computationally, GA are becoming completely feasible in 
a real-time vision system; however, the implicit 
parallelism they showed initiated very wide research 
activities. The role of optimization has proved to be very 
important and efficient in the object motion analysis. 
Actually, it has an inherent place in vision systems. This 
is true either in the feedback-based systems where a 
goal directed approach is applied or in a knowledge-
based systems. General spatio-temporal filtering 
methods used for object motion analysis use the entire 
filter bank for texture processing, hence increasing the 
computation time. This paper has described a technique 
to enhance the spatio-temporal filtering techniques when 
used in motion analysis. In fact, a general framework for 
the optimization of the texture classification has been 
presented in order to estimate the motion parameters of 
an object through image sequence. The selection of the 
filter subset is well performed by the GA to provide, in a 
less computation time, optimized solution motion 
estimates of the object. Furthermore, spatio-temporal 
Gabors features provide a compact and convenient 
method for encoding both texture and motion properties 
present in time-varying image data. We have shown 
experimentally, the convergence of the approach that 
leads to a quicker solution by optimizing with a small 
Gabor filter set. 
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